This paper reviews the progress made in understanding of the mechanisms of ion conduction in polyelectrolyte multilayers (PEM) and polyelectrolyte complexes (PEC). The basis are experimental conductivity data obtained by impedance spectroscopy as a function of relative humidity and temperature, respectively. Mechanically stable thin films of PEM have interesting perspectives as ion conductors, however, being prepared by self-assembly, their stoichiometry and content of ionic charge carriers is unknown. Therefore PEC act as a model material with a variable stoichiometry and known ion content.
This paper reviews the progress made in understanding of the mechanisms of ion conduction in polyelectrolyte multilayers (PEM) and polyelectrolyte complexes (PEC). The basis are experimental conductivity data obtained by impedance spectroscopy as a function of relative humidity and temperature, respectively. Mechanically stable thin films of PEM have interesting perspectives as ion conductors, however, being prepared by self-assembly, their stoichiometry and content of ionic charge carriers is unknown. Therefore PEC act as a model material with a variable stoichiometry and known ion content.
Employing poly(sodium 4-styrene sulfonate) (NaPSS) and poly(diallyldimethyl ammoniumchloride) (PDADMAC), we present conductivity spectra of dried polyelectrolyte complexes of type x NaPSS · (1 − x)PDADMAC as a function of temperature and composition, respectively. The dependence of the dc conductivity is discussed along with scaling properties of the spectra. The results show that the conductivity is always determined by the sodium ions, even in PEC with an excess of PDADMAC. The ion dynamics and transport mechanisms are, however, different in PDADMAC-rich than in NaPSS-rich PEC.
PEM of different polyionic compounds are investigated in dependence on relative humidity. A general law of an exponential increase of the dc conductivity with relative humidity is found. Absolute values of the conductivity and the strength of the humidity dependence are different for different polyion materials, however, they do not depend on the type of small counterion employed in layer formation. Therefore, it is concluded that in hydrated PEM, protons are the dominant charge carriers.
For both PEM and PEC we show that the MIGRATION concept developed by Funke and co-workers can be used for describing the experimental spectra over wide ranges in frequency. This implies that forward-backward hopping motions of small ions play a vital role in solid polyelectrolyte materials. Apart from these potentially successful hops, localized motions of charged particles are found to influence the conductivity spectra as well.
Introduction
In electrochemical applications the demand for novel materials with tailored properties is immense, in particular in view of the current search for high capacity energy storage devices. Fuel cells and Li ion batteries are competing devices that can fulfill the requirements, provided that suitable materials can be developed. A key element in both devices is the polymer electrolyte membrane which separates the electrodes and is required to exhibit a high ionic (Li + or protons) and negligible electronic conductivity. At the same time thin film processing and a high mechanical stability are required. In fuel cells since a long time Nafion is the benchmark material, since it shows a microphase separation into hydrophobic, stabilizing domains and hydrated channels, where the interface, carrying free sulfate groups, provides the proton conduction properties [1] [2] [3] . In Li ion batteries the classical basis of stateof-the-art polymeric materials is poly(ethyleneoxide) and many modifications thereof attempt to achieve a compromise between high mechanical stability and high ionic conductivity. One example is to apply salt-in-polymer electrolytes made from comb-shaped copolymers, which exhibit short oligoether side chains that can solubilize and transport the ions [4] [5] [6] , while the backbone can be cross-linked to provide mechanical stability. Typically, such bulk polymers are then prepared as a thin membrane with a thickness in the μm range.
In the context of such electrochemical applications polyelectrolyte multilayers (PEM) prepared by layer-by-layer-assembly (LbL) [7] have attracted interest. They are prepared by the alternating adsorption of polycations and polyanions from aqueous solutions. The process is predominantly driven by multiple electrostatic interactions and is therefore very versatile with respect to different charged building blocks that can be employed in multilayer formation. External parameters such as salt concentration [7] , pH value [8] or temperature [9] provide control of the layer thickness, which typically lies in the range of one nm per layer. Research in the field of PEM has vastly expanded in the past two decades, as there are numerous potential applications such as containers, sensors, drug delivery, etc. Various review articles provide information about structural aspects and summarize the properties of PEM [10] [11] [12] [13] .
Aiming at applications in electrochemical energy devices PEM fulfill two of the three main requirements already by their generic material properties: Firstly, PEM layer thickness can be tuned in the nm to μm range. A low film thickness is of advantage to yield low overall resistance and fast loading. Secondly, in spite of the low thickness, PEM are a tremendously stable material, which is an effect of the multiple electrostatic interactions between subsequent layers. Their mechanical properties have been extensively investigated in free-standing geometries, and Young's moduli of the order of GPa have been found [14, 15] .
A challenge remains however to fulfill the third requirement, which is to achieve large ionic conductivities in these films. In several publications dc conductivities of PEM ranging from 10 −12 S cm −1 to 10 −5 S cm −1 have been reported [16] [17] [18] [19] . Studies of the conductivities of PEM started with the seminal work by Durstock and Rubner: They investigated films of PSS/PAH or PAA/PAH, respectively, where PAA denotes poly(acrylic acid), PSS is poly(styrene sulfonate sodium salt), and PAH is poly(allylamine hydrochloride). They found dc conductivities, σ dc , in the range of 10 −12 S cm −1 to 10 −7 S cm −1 [16] , where the maximum of 10 −7 S cm −1 was achieved only at strong hydration. Further studies of conductivities in PEM suggested them as potential ion conductive materials for battery applications [17, 18] : When employing poly(2-acrylamido-2-methyl-1-propansulfonic acid) (PAMPS) as a polyanion, at high humidity a value of the dc conductivity of σ dc ≈ 10 −5 S cm −1 was achieved, which is already in a realistic range for applications [17] . Different polyelectrolyte pairs tested for their conductivity already involved polymers known as ion conductors, such as Nafion as an established proton conductor [17] , poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) as a classical polymer electrolyte [18] , or polyphosphazenes which provide flexible main chains as polymer electrolytes [19, 20] .
However, despite these studies on conductivities of different types of PEM, a fundamental understanding of ion transport properties in PEM is not in sight yet. A major problem in the interpretation of conductivity data is the lack of knowledge about the composition of the films: Since PEM are formed by self-assembly, the compensation of surface charges upon chain adsorption is controlling the stoichiometry of the films. The excess charges of an outermost polyelectrolyte layer might become fully compensated by the oppositely charged segments of the subsequent layer ('intrinsic charge compensation'), or, if this is sterically not favorable, small counterions might incorporate into the film in order to compensate the polyion charges ('extrinsic charge compensation'). Thus, PEM are a material of unknown stoichiometry. Though in first approximation the translational entropy of the small counterions would always lead to intrinsic charge compensation being favored, in a number of polyion combinations a deviation from a 1:1 stoichiometry of the polyions has been found and a substantial degree of extrinsic charge compensation by small counterions was concluded [21] [22] [23] .
In hydrated multilayers even protons can contribute to the conductivity. Several authors employ Nafion in multilayer formation and discuss protons as the dominating charge carriers in the dc conductivity [24] [25] [26] [27] . The hydration state of the layer assembly indeed has a strong influence on the conductivity when films are compared in the dry and the completely hydrated state [16, 17, 24] . A review of the activities up to 2007 is given by Lutkenhaus and Hammond [27] . There, it is argued that protons carry the current, however, an analysis of the contributions of other small counterions is suffering from the lack of systematic knowledge about the composition of PEM.
As a reference system with a controlled and variable stoichiometry, polyelectrolyte complexes (PEC) are an interesting material: The complexation of polyelectrolytes of opposite charge in aqueous solutions is a longknown phenomenon, often leading to the precipitation of ionically cross-linked polymer complexes. Recently, such complexes have regained interest due to their similarity to PEM. One similarity lies in the same short-range interactions of the charged groups. It was shown that the distance of positive and negative charges in either type of complex is identical [28] . Furthermore, employing regions of stability in dependence on electrolyte conditions, the phase diagrams of PEC and PEM systems are comparable to each other [29, 30] . Most importantly for conductivity experiments and their interpretation, in PEC the content of small cations and anions is known, as it depends on the mixing ratio of the polyions. Furthermore, systems with mainly one type of counterion can be prepared, when excess salt is removed by dialysis. In this way conductivity data in dependence of the composition can be related to the conductivity contribution of a single type of charge carrier [31, 32] . For this purpose solid PEC complexes have to be prepared by drying and pressing. The characterization of PEC is so far limited to techniques applied to soluble complexes, such as light scattering [33] or osmotic stress equilibration [34] Some early conductivity studies of dried PEC were reported in the 60's of the last century [35] , but such investigations are hindered by low dc conductivities of dry PEC and the necessity of applying sophisticated impedance spectroscopy devices for measuring the conductivity.
In our research program, which is reviewed here, we perform impedance spectroscopic experiments on PEC as well as on PEM, employing the former as a model system with a known polyion/counterion stoichiometry. This contains the first systematic conductivity studies of PEC and the first frequencydependent conductivity spectra of PEM.
The data base contains impedance spectra of different polyanion/polcation combinations in multilayers in dependence on humidity and impedance spectra of PEC as a function of composition and temperature [19, 31, 32, 36] . Analyzing the data, we discuss the relevance of the contributions of different ionic species, such as the alkali cations, anions, or protons to the conductivity. We yield the conclusion that in hydrated PEM the conductivity is dominated by proton conduction, and in dry PEC the conductivity is governed by cation conduction, while the mobility of small anions is very low. In analogy to temperature, which activates ionic motion in PEC, increasing relative humidity yields an exponential increase of the conductivity and is therefore considered as an activation parameter.
Furthermore, scaling concepts such as the time-temperature superposition principle are applied to PEC materials, yielding information about the temperature-dependence of the transport mechanism. And finally, modeling of different contributions to the spectra in the framework of concepts established in well-characterized inorganic ion conductors sheds more light on the transport processes in PEC and PEM.
Materials and methods
Experimental details on the preparation and on the measurement techniques are given elsewhere, see references [5, 19, 36] for the PEM materials and Ref. [31] for the PEC materials, respectively.
Polyelectrolyte complexes
As a representative system for polyelectrolyte complexes we studied a series of complexes made of anionic poly(sodium 4-styrene sulfonate) (NaPSS) and cationic poly(diallyldimethyl ammoniumchloride) (PDADMAC), see the structures in Scheme 1. The complexes are denoted as x NaPSS · (1 − x) PDADMAC with the fraction of cationic monomers, x. The composition was varied between 0.35 ≤ x ≤ 0.70, in steps of 0.05. In addition, analogue complexes with LiPSS and CsPSS instead of NaPSS were studied for compositions x = 0.40, 0.50 and 0.60.
Within the studied composition range, the equimolar ratio of PSS and PDADMAC with x = 0.50 represents a polyelectrolyte complex with only intrinsic charge compensation in the ideal case. However, in reality there will always be a very small amount of small ions present, as the charge compensation between the polycations and polyanions is never perfectly 1 : 1. For all other compositions, extrinsic charge compensation by small ions exists in addition to intrinsic charge compensation. In the PSS-rich complexes (x > 0.50), the extrinsic charge carriers are predominantly the Na + ions, whereas in the PDADMAC-rich complexes (x < 0.50), it is the Cl − ions. All complexes were formed from solutions of reagent grade chemicals by precipitation, dialysis and freeze drying; the procedure is described in Ref. [31] . The preparation of CsPSS by ion exchange of freeze-dried NaPSS is explained in Ref. [36] . For PDADMAC-rich complexes with x < 0.50 we could distinguish two phases. One of them is a cotton-like phase similar to that of the PSS-rich compositions and the second one is a hard salt-like phase. The two-phase systems were milled and mixed before use. Small amounts of freeze-dried PEC samples were used for thermal analysis. Subsequent DSC measurements were performed between −73
• C and 300
• C with a heating rate of 10
• C/min, see also Fig. 2 of Ref. [31] . During the first scan we observed a large endothermic peak with an onset temperature between 41
• C and 60
• C depending on composition. These are summarized in Ref. [31] . This large peak is absent in the following runs and can, therefore, be attributed to the evaporation of water which is still present after freeze-drying of the PEC. A much smaller endothermic peak, which was reproducible in all runs following the first one, can be explained by a glass transition of the PEC materials. More detailed information along with the T g values determined from the DSC curves are given in Ref. [31] .
The impedance measurements were performed on pre-dried, pressed, cylindrical samples. Gold electrodes were sputtered onto the top and bottom faces, respectively. Complex impedance spectra of the samples were measured in a frequency range of 10 −2 Hz to 10 6 Hz using a Novocontrol α-S high resolution dielectric analyzer equipped with a Quatro cryosystem. During measurements, the samples were deposited in a chamber, where the temperature is controlled by a preheated flow of dry nitrogen. Impedance measurements were performed between −70
• C in steps of 10 • C. To remove small amounts of remaining water, the samples were annealed at elevated temperatures for several hours before each measurement. More experimental details are given in Ref. [31] .
Polyelectrolyte multilayers
The following polyelectrolyte combinations were investigated: PAH/LiPSS, PAH/NaPSS, PAH/RbPSS, PAH/CsPSS, PDADMAC/NaPSS, and PAZ + / PAZ − , respectively. The abbreviations stand for the following polycations (see also Scheme 1): poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH), poly(diallyldimethyl ammonium chloride) (PDADMAC), cationic (poly(bis(3-amino-N,N,N-trimethyl-1-propanaminium iodide) phosphazene) (PAZ + ) and for the following polyanions: poly(sodium 4-styrene sulfonate) (PSS) and poly(bis(lithium carboxylatophenoxy)phosphazene) (PAZ − ), respectively. The synthesis and characterization of the PAZ materials is described in Refs. [5, 19] .
Polyelectrolyte multilayers were prepared from aqueous solution of the polyions using the layer by layer technique developed by Decher and coworkers [7] . The number of monolayers n was always 100. The first layer was always made of poly(ethylene imine) (PEI) followed by layers of polyanions/polycations. The last layer was always formed by polyanions.
For the impedance measurements, indium-tin oxide (ITO) coated glass substrates were used as substrates for the PEM films, the ITO layer acting as the bottom electrode in a sandwich geometry. The top electrode of the film was sputtered onto the multilayer using a mask. This provided parallel rows of circular gold electrodes with a diameter of 1 mm. Identical films without electrodes were made on oxidized Si wafers, such that the film thickness could be determined by ellipsometry [36] . Conductivity spectra were determined at T = (22 ± 2)
• C at various constant relative humidities (RH) employing an impedance analyzer (hp 4192 A, Hewlett-Packard) which covers a frequency range from 5 Hz to 13 MHz. All measurements were performed in a sealed glove box, where saturated salt solutions were applied for RH adjustment. The complex conductivityσ(ν) is obtained from the measured complex admittancê
where ν is the experimental frequency and A denotes the area of the gold electrodes. The sample thickness d was taken from ellipsometric measurements of a silica wafer with an identical PEM coating. More experimental details can be found in Refs. [19, 36] .
Conductivity spectra: overview

Spectra of PEC
We present temperature-dependent conductivity spectra of dried xNaPSS · (1 − x)PDADMAC where x was varied between 0.35 and 0.70 in steps of 0.05. Figure 1 shows conductivity spectra for x = 0.40 and 0.60, respectively.
We see similarities with, as well as deviations from the spectra of typical ion conducting bulk materials. It is obvious that the low-frequency part of each spectrum is determined by a frequency regime where the conductivity does not depend on frequency. This conductivity value of each isotherm can be identified with the dc conductivity which will be discussed in more detail in Sect. 4.1. All other compositions not displayed here show similar spectral shapes except for x = 0.70, the best conducting composition, where at the highest temperatures polarization affects the dc plateau. With increasing temperature, T , the conductivity values increase and the onset of conductivity dispersion shifts to higher frequency. This effect of temperature on the conductivity spectra is well-known for other ion-conducting materials, too. In Fig. 1 , we have used the common definition σ (ν * ) = 2σ dc for the onset frequency, ν * , which characterizes the transition from the dc into the dispersive regime.
In both PEC materials we find that the onset points are on a straight line, but their slope differs. For x = 0.40 the slope is smaller than one, for x = 0.60 it exceeds one. This is one of the marked differences between the spectra of PEC which are rich in PDADMAC and those which are rich in NaPSS and it will be discussed in more detail in Sect. 5.2.
It is also visible in Fig. 1 that the conductivity increases with NaPSS content. At a given temperature, the conductivity for PEC with x = 0.60 is by more than two orders of magnitude higher than the conductivity of PEC with x = 0.40. If we compare Fig. 1a with Fig. 1b we see that roughly the same conductivity values which are obtained for x = 0.40 at 563 K are already measureable for x = 0.60 at 433 K. The difference between isothermal conductivities of different PEC is most pronounced in the dc regime, see also Sect. 4.1.
Whereas at first sight the spectral shape in the dispersive regime of the conductivity spectra of both materials displayed in Fig. 1 seems to be in accordance with the conductivity spectra of other bulk materials, there are, however, differences. These differences are twofold. Depending on composition, PEC spectra differ from each other and all of them differ from those of most other ion-conducting bulk materials. The first finding is visible in Fig. 2a where we show two isotherms of PEC with x = 0.40 and 0.60, respectively, which have almost the same dc conductivity. Figure 2b displays the corresponding values of the real part of the permittivity ε which is connected to the imaginary part of the complex conductivity σ via ε = σ /(ωε 0 ). ω stands for the angular frequency which can be obtained from the experimental frequency by ω = 2πν, ε 0 is permittivity of free space.
We find that the complex conductivities of the investigated PEC systems can be divided into two classes: those with x > 0.50 and those with x ≤ 0.50. In Fig. 2a it is obvious that for comparable dc conductivities the dispersive regime sets on earlier on the frequency scale for PEC with x > 0.50 than for the other PEC. In all materials with x > 0.50 we also observe a "shoulder" in the conductivity spectra, roughly between 0.1 kHz and 10 kHz. An analogue behaviour is hardly detectable for x ≤ 0.50. In the real part of the permittivity we detect higher values and ε decays more rapidly with increasing frequency for x > 0.50 than for x ≤ 0.50.
The real and imaginary parts of the complex conductivity are interconnected via Kramers-Kronig relations [37, 38] . This means that σ (ν) and σ (ν) (and therefore also ε (ν)) contain the same kind of information and can be transformed into each other, if the complete experimental spectrum is known. In this work, both the real part and the imaginary part of the complex conductivity have been experimentally determined, but in the following sections we will focus on the real part of the conductivity. An analysis of the exact shape of the conductivity spectra and its implication for the ion transport will be given in Sect. 6.
Spectra of PEM
Impedance spectra of PEM were taken at different relative humidities, always at room temperature. We investigated a wide range of different polyanion/polycation combinations [19, 36] . As an example the spectra of PAH/LiPSS are shown in Fig. 3a . A striking difference with respect to the spectra of PEC shown in Fig. 1 is immediately evident: Polarization effects are strongly pronounced, causing an additional regime at very low frequencies, where the conductivity is increasing with frequency. This polarization arises due to the low thickness of the layers (about 100 nm for 100 layers [36] ), and is due to ionic charge carriers accumulating at the electrodes at low frequencies. In the spectra of Fig. 3 it is clearly evident that polarization becomes stronger with increasing dc conductivity, i.e. increasing relative humidity.
In the intermediate frequency regime, a dc plateau can be identified, however, since polarization and the onset of dispersion are rather close together on the frequency scale, the plateau is less clearly evident as compared to the spectra of PEC.
Finally, at high frequencies, a dispersive regime is observed. Thus, apart from the polarization, the regimes of PEM spectra are qualitatively similar in showing a dc and a dispersive regime, respectively.
Increasing humidity leads to an increase of the conductivity. This is most pronounced in the dc regime, whereas -at least in the logarithmic representation -differences in the dispersive regime are less pronounced. The relevance of polarization effects is increasing with increasing dc conductivity, as expected. Apart from the polarization regime, thus, the influence of humidity on the spectra of PEM is very similar to the influence of temperature on the spectra of PEC.
For different combinations of polycations and polyanions the sets of spectra taken at different humidity show similar properties. A second example is given in Fig. 3b , where multilayers are formed from cationic and anionic polyphophazene derivates [19] . Polyphosphazenes are currently under study in bulk salt-in-polymer electrolyte systems, since the polyphosphazene backbone is flexible and can provide a large mobility for Li ions coordinated to its side chains [5] This was the motivation for synthesizing ionically modified polyphosphazenes and forming multilayers thereof [19] . In Fig. 3b it is seen that at comparable RH values, the conductivities are 1 to 2 orders of magnitude larger than those of the PAH/LiPSS system. Whether or not this is an effect of the main chain flexibility, cannot be decided at the present stage, since the type and concentration of charge carriers in either system might be different, which can also lead to different conductivities.
A detailed comparison of parameters characterizing the dc conductivity values, and in comparison to PEC, is following in the subsequent sections.
Analysis of the dc conductivities
Dc conductivities of PEC
The dc conductivities of all PEC were extracted from Nyquist plots of the complex impedance by fitting parameters of a model equivalent circuit to the data. The equivalent circuit always consisted of a parallel connection of an Ohmic resistance and a constant phase element, see Ref. [31] . The same dc values were also obtained by identifying the conductivity values of the low-frequency plateau with the dc conductivity.
We always performed two series of conductivity measurements. In the first series, the sample was cooled down to about −90
• C. After that the temperature was increased up to 200
• C in steps of 10 • C. Then the samples were kept at 200
• C for about 3 h and cooled down stepwise by 10 • C to the lowest temperature at which the conductivity could still be determined. We refer to these measurements as "first measurement series". In a second conductivity measurement series, the sample was first heated to 300
• C and after a prolonged isothermal heat treatment of more than 6 h, the temperature dependence of the complex conductivity was measured by decreasing the temperature stepwise by 10
• C. Arrhenius plots of the ionic conductivity of a PEC with x = 0.70 obtained from both first and second measurement series are shown in Fig. 4 .
The upper straight line shown in this figure corresponds to the conductivity before annealing the sample at high temperatures and it obeys the Arrhenius law. Strong deviations from Arrhenius behavior start above 25
• C. This temperature is consistent with the DSC data obtained on the first heating and attributed to a loss of water. The loss of water continues until 200
• C is reached.
The conductivity observed during cooling down from 200
• C is also Arrhenius-like; however, it is three orders of magnitude lower than the conductivity of the samples before drying. It is interesting to observe that in contrast to the huge discrepancy of the ionic conductivity values of "humid" and "dried" samples, the activation enthalpy of the conductivity is almost identical.
The latter finding is in contrast to analogue PEC materials in which LiPSS or CsPSS is used instead of NaPSS. Here, the activation enthalpy is smaller in the first heating measurement series than in the first cooling down process. In following runs, the activation enthalpy then remains constant within experimental error. These results will be published in more detail in a forthcoming paper [39] .
In the following we will focus on dc conductivities determined on dried PEC materials which were always obtained after annealing at 300
• C. The results are presented in Fig. 5 . The dc conductivities of all investigated PEC show Arrhenius behavior, see also Ref. [31] . It is also remarkable that in those PEC for which measurements could be performed at temperatures above and below the calorimetric glass transition temperature, there is no change in the temperature dependence of σ dc T when passing through the glass transition. This implies that PEC materials are "strong" glasses. In all other PEC of Fig. 5 , where T g is not indicated by an arrow, the presented data refer to the status above T g . Figure 5 shows a strong dependence of both, the absolute conductivity values at a given temperature as well as the activation enthalpy derived of the slope from the presented lines. The values of the activation enthalpy ΔH dc of the dc conductivity as well as of the pre-exponential factors of the Arrhenius law: Table III of Ref. [31] . Figure 6 shows the activation enthalpies along with the isothermal dc conductivity at 563 K for all investigated PEC as a function of composition. We see that from x = 0.30 up to roughly x = 0.55 the dc conductivity increases and the activation enthalpy decreases almost linearly. Above x = 0.55 the increase in NaPSS content is then accompanied by a much stronger increase of σ dc and decrease of ΔH dc , respectively. The strong increase of σ dc with x is reminiscent of inorganic glasses in which the dc conductivity increases with the number density of mobile ions in a power-law fashion [40] [41] [42] [43] . The latter finding is attributed to a strong increase in ion mobility [40] . The dependence of the dc conductivities and the parameters derived thereof show that there are distinct differences between the ion dynamics in PDADMAC-and PSS-rich PEC, respectively. In both cases, however, the Arrhenius dependence of σ dc · T clearly shows that the ion dynamics in PEC materials is determined by thermally activated hopping processes of the mobile ions. The fact that the isothermal dc conductivity increases continuously with NaPSS content indicates that the chloride ions do not dominate the ion trans-port, even in PEC materials with an excess of polycations and thus Cl − as the most abundant mobile charge carrier.
Otherwise, σ dc as a function of x should run through a minimum which is obviously not experimentally seen. The conductivity measured for PEC with x ≤ 0.50 could therefore be either due to residual Na + ions or protons. The fact that the activation enthalpies in PEC with different types of small cations, viz. Li + , Na + , Cs + , show different activation enthalpies in the dried state, points into the direction of transport by residual alkali ions rather than by protons. The question why the mobility of Na + ions in PEC is very large compared to that of Cl − ions can partly be explained by the difference in size of the respective ions. However, since the difference in mobility appears to be orders of magnitude, it is likely that structural differences of the PEC play a large role as well: From the asymmetric behavior of the osmotic coefficient of hydrated PEC in dependence of mixing ratio, x, it was concluded that polyanion-rich PEC are homogeneous, while polycation-rich PEC undergo a micro-phase separation of neutral from anion-rich regions [34] . This is consistent with our observation of the appearance of the dried powder, see above. If there was no connectivity of anion-rich regions in a microphase separated material, the anion transport would be drastically decreased.
In addition to cations or anions, protons or hydronium ions might contribute to the dc conductivity of the non-annealed PEC samples determined in the first heating run, see Fig. 4 .
The next section is dealing with the question of relevant charge carriers in hydrated polyelectrolyte systems, namely in PEM.
Dc conductivities of PEM
From spectra such as those shown in Fig. 3 , the dc conductivity can be extracted in different ways: One is to determine the dc values from Nyquist plots of the complex impedance by fitting an equivalent circuit consisting of an Ohmic resistance and a parallel constant phase element to the data. Another way is extrapolating the conductivity to low frequencies while neglecting the polarization effects according to a fitting procedure using a reference curve. The latter procedure was described earlier [19, 44] and yields dc values which are in very good agreement with the Nyquist fit method, as we showed by a direct comparison [36] .
Dc conductivities of different polyanion/polycation combinations are shown in Fig. 7 . The conductivities are rather low, if compared to classical polymer electrolytes. The largest values are found for PDADMAC/PSS, whereas PAZ + /PAZ − is less conductive and PAH/PSS has the lowest conductivity. The counter-cation employed in the PSS adsorption does not lead to significant changes of the conductivity. A rather low conductivity of PAH/PSS was already shown by Durstock and Rubner [16] . A difficulty in the interpretation of the conductivity values is the fact that the number density of the charge carriers is not known, and in different films different fractions of counterions of either type might be incorporated. Therefore the differences in σ dc showing up in Fig. 7 might include different contributions: (i) differences of the content of incorporated counterions, which act as charge carriers; (ii) differences of the type and size of relevant charge carriers, causing different charge carrier mobility; (iii) differences of the state of hydration, which are influencing the charge carrier mobility, or (iv) differences of the polyion network mobility. In the case of PDADMAC, issue (iii) can be expected to play a role and lead to comparatively large dc conductivities, since PDADMAC with its quaternary ammonium ion group is a very hygroscopic material and layers thereof can be expected to be more strongly hydrated compared to other polymers. This might lead to an enhanced conductivity. For the PAZ + /PAZ − films the backbone flexibility is expected to be large (contribution (iv)), however, just from the data of Fig. 7 no separation of the different contributions influencing σ dc is possible.
The question of the contribution of different ionic charge carriers, such as residual cations, residual anions, or protons from the hydration water, is aided by the results found for PEC and described in Sect. 4.1: In PEC the contribution of residual Na + is dominant over that of Cl − [31] . This holds even in PEC with a large fraction of Cl − anions (and possibly only traces of Na + ) incorporated. We can thus conclude that even though it might be mainly Cl − counterions that are incorporated into some PEM upon layer formation, they will not dominate the ion transport either. This conclusion holds for dry PEM, but with the assumption that the hydration does not enhance Cl − mobility much more than Na + mobility, it holds for hydrated films as well. Thus, the conductivities in Fig. 7 are dominated by the cations or by protons [36] . In order to judge the contribution of the cations, we varied the type of counterion of the polyanion PSS. Figure 7 shows the same conductivity irrespective of the type of alkali counterion involved. This implies that either alkali ion incorporation into the film is negligible, or that ion density and mobility are identical for all alkali ions. However, as argued before, the only reasonable conclusion is that the conductivity is not dominated by incorporated counterions, but by protons or hydronium ions [36] .
That being the case, the dependence of the dc conductivity on RH, or rather water content, is very interesting. The water content was not determined here, but in several publications it is described as increasing linearly or almost linearly with humidity [45, 46] . Figure 8 shows the increase of log(σ dc ) with RH for some examples of multilayer systems. Remarkably, the increase of log(σ dc ) is linear over the whole range of RH, and this is valid for all PEM systems investigated [36] . Thus, there seems to be a general law of an exponential increase of the dc conductivity with the relative humidity. This is reminiscent of the exponential dependence on temperature found in thermally activated processes and we may conclude that the charge transport in PEM is a hydration-activated process.
Though there is a general exponential law of the humidity-dependence of σ dc , not only the absolute values of σ dc , but also the slopes in Fig. 8 vary significantly for different polyion combinations. The slopes were extracted and are displayed in Fig. 9 for the different systems investigated [36] . Assuming that the exponential law of the humidity-dependence of σ dc is indeed a general feature, literature data can be included: In studies where dc conductivities were determined for at least two humidity values, the slope of an assumed exponen- Fig. 9 . Slopes of log 10 (σ dc ) vs. RH for different polyelectrolyte multilayer systems of our studies (full symbols) [36] . Open symbols: Slopes derived from interpolation of conductivities published by other authors [16, 17, 24] , the open squares present lower limits of the slope, see text. Black frames: PEM made from the same polyion combinations.
tial dependence can be estimated from the published data points [16, 17, 24] . We note that the open squares represent not exact values, but lower limits of the slope, since in this case only an upper limit of the dry state conductivity was available [16] .
The overview in Fig. 9 clearly shows that the slope values fall into different categories, emphasized by the black frames: Each combination of polyions has its typical value of a slope. The value can be interpreted as the sensitivity of the respective polymer matrix to hydration. As mentioned before, layers containing PDADMAC can be expected to be rather hygroscopic due to the hygroscopic nature of the PDADMAC component. Indeed, here we find the largest value of a; i.e. the conductivity is most sensitive to hydration. A similar or even larger sensitivity is only found for Nafion-containing PEM, see data point by Daiko [24] . Remarkable is also, that for all PAH/PSS layer systems, irrespective of the type of alkali counterion, and of preparation conditions, the slope is always the same, see open and filled squares in Fig. 9 . Thus, only the polymer backbone and its hydration properties control the sensitivity of σ dc to humidity. This finding is consistent with the discussion above about the nature of the dominating charge carriers: The mobility of protons as dominant charge carriers in the conduction process will increase with the amount of water in the films, and the increase of mobility is steeper for a material with a stronger hydration behavior.
Scaling properties
General aspects of scaling
The conductivity spectra of many materials possess a T -independent shape and can, therefore, be superimposed to a so called "mastercurve" [47, 48] . This is usually called "time-temperature-superposition-principle" (TTSP). The validity of the TTSP for the real part of the complex conductivity σ /σ dc can be expressed by a function σ /σ dc = F(ν/ν 0 ). ν 0 is an individual scaling parameter for each conductivity isotherm. The scaling function, F, is independent of temperature. An appropriate choice of ν 0 for each curve is necessary to superimpose spectra measured at different T to a master curve. A straightforward approach is to assign ν 0 to the onset frequency of the conductivity dispersion, ν * , which can be defined in various manners. In almost all studies the σ (ν * ) = 2σ dc definition proposed by Kahnt is used [49] . The special case of Summerfield scaling [50, 51] is fulfilled if σ dc T and ν * are proportional to each other. Connecting the onset frequencies in a plot of log(σ T ) vs. log(ν) yields a straight line of slope 1. Summerfield scaling can be expressed by σ (ν)/σ dc = F (ν/(σ dc T )). This scaling works for many ion-conducting materials, however it fails for systems like single cation glasses with high electronic polarizabilities [52, 53] and mixed-alkali borate glasses [54, 55] . Whereas for mixed alkali glasses the actual shape of the conductivity spectra changes with temperature [54, 55] , the shape remains constant for the other materials of refs. [52, 53] . Instead, in the latter cases the simple proportionality between σ dc T and ν * is not valid anymore. From Fig. 1 of Ref. [53] published by Murugavel and Roling it is obvious that a straight line connecting the onset frequencies would have a slope that exceeds one. In other words, σ dc T increases more strongly with T than ν * does. One way to describe this type of deviation from Summerfield scaling is to include an additional scaling factor for the frequency scale that itself depends on temperature:
With f(T ) included, all spectra taken at different temperatures can then be scaled on a master curve. The scaling relation
had been reported on the basis of theoretical calculations by Baranovskii and Cordes [56] . In Refs. [52, 53] Roling et al. showed that for their glasses f(T ) can be identified with T α , yielding the same scaling function. But whereas Baranovskii and Cordes [56] and also other authors doing simulation work [57, 58] reported on negative α-values, the experimentally determined α-values by Roling et al. were always positive [52, 53] . A positive α-value means that the T -dependence of ν * is less pronounced than that of σ dc · T and it implies that the characteristic mean square displacement of the mobile ions at a time given by t * = 1/(2πν * ), r 2 (t * ) , increases with temperature. There are two possible reasons for this [52, 53] . Either the number density of mobile ions increases or the number of available pathways for the ions decreases with increasing temperature. In the latter case, the ions have to travel larger distances until they can finally leave their initial site, resulting in an increase of the characteristic mean square displacement with T . Although not outlined in the references cited before, one should keep in mind that a possible proportionality of the scaling factor f(T ) to T α as implied by the Baranovskii and Cordes scaling function can hardly be distinguished from an exponential type of dependence f(T ) ∝ exp(−1/T ), if the temperature range under investigation is small and not varying by decades. The latter proportionality would be consistent with an assumption that the formation of additional charge carriers contributing to the conductivity was thermally activated in an Arrhenius fashion. This could explain why the number density of mobile ions increases with temperature yielding a T -dependence of the conductivity spectra where the slope of the straight line connecting the onset frequencies is larger than one.
Scaling properties of PEC spectra
We will now discuss the scaling properties of the PEC conductivity spectra with respect to their temperature dependence. On the one hand we will show that the time-temperature superposition principle (TTSP) is also valid for each PEC composition indicating that the shape of the conductivity spectra does not change with temperature for a given composition. In addition, we will discuss the scaling properties as a function of composition. Some of the results are already published in Ref. [32] .
As marked in Fig. 1 by the star symbols, we have determined for each PEC composition the frequencies of the dispersion onset, ν * , using the relation: σ (ν * ) = 2σ dc . The temperature dependence of the onset frequencies ν * for four compositions is shown in Fig. 10 (open symbols and right Y -axis), where it is compared with the respective temperature dependence of σ dc T (full symbols and left Y -axis). In each case we find the Arrhenius law being overall valid for the considered quantity. Very slight deviations are only seen at high temperatures. If Summerfield scaling with σ dc T ∝ ν * was valid, the straight lines of log(σ dc T ) and of log(ν * ) vs. 1/T of a given composition should be parallel. This is obviously not the case for PEC with x = 0.35 nor for those with x = 0.60 and 0.70. For the latter two PEC we find that log(σ dc · T ) decreases stronger with increasing 1/T than log(ν * ) does. This is also true for all other compositions with x > 0.50. For x = 0.50 the deviation in the 1/T -dependence between log(σ dc T ) and of log(ν * ) is not much pronounced, but quantitative analysis shows that log(σ dc T ) decreases a bit stronger with increasing 1/T than log(ν * ). An opposite trend is seen for the complex with x = 0.35. Here, the decrease of log(σ dc T ) with increasing 1/T is less pronounced than in log(ν * ). The temperature dependence of the onset frequencies ν * for all complex compositions can be described by the Baranovskii-Cordes scaling function which means that ν * ∝ σ dc TT −α = σ dc T 1−α , but the sign and the absolute values of α differ strongly with composition. Figure 11 shows conductivity spectra of PEC with x = 0.70 (a) and 0.35 (b) respectively, which have been scaled according to Baranovskii and Cordes, but with different α-values. The spectra for x = 0.70 can, indeed, be nicely superimposed to a master curve, see Fig. 11a ); the time-temperature superposition principle is very well fulfilled. For x = 0.35 the superimposed spectra of Fig. 11b) show slight deviations at very high normalized frequencies, but the spectral shape is independent of T for several decades on the frequency scale, even far above the onset of dispersion.
From these and other results not presented here, we conclude, that the TTSP is valid in the complete measured frequency/temperature range for x > 0.50 and in a limited frequency range for x < 0.50. However, σ dc T and ν Following the arguments at the beginning of chapter 5 a positive α-value implies that either the number density of mobile ions increases or the number of available pathways for the ions decreases with increasing temperature. This is the case for PSS-rich PEC with x ≥ 0.50. Like for the concentration dependence of the dc conductivity, we find again a similarity between PSS-rich PEC and some inorganic glasses where Roling et al. reported on positive α-exponent as well.
The PDADAMAC-rich PEC behave differently. In analogy to the arguments given above, a negative α-value means that either the number density of mobile ions decreases or the number of available pathways for the ions increases with increasing temperature. Summerfield scaling of conductivity spectra retained for α = 0 can therefore be considered as a special case where neither the number density of mobile ions nor the number of available ion pathways depend on temperature, or both effects are present, but cancel.
Modeling
Ion movements in disordered ion-conducting materials occur via hopping processes in which ions leave their sites and jump into neighboring vacant sites. Conductivity spectra probe the ion dynamics on different time scale, the latter being given by the inverse of the angular frequency ω [59] [60] [61] . Therefore, wide range conductivity spectra probe the transition from elementary steps of the ionic movement to macroscopic transport. According to linear response theory [62] , the complex conductivityσ(ω) is proportional to the Fourier transform of the current density autocorrelation function i(0) · i(t) . If there is only one type of mobile charge carriers and if cross correlations between movements of different ions can be neglected (single particle approximation) the complex conductivity can be simply expressed in terms of the velocity autocorrelation function v(0) · v(t) :
In Eq. (2), k B stands for the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. V is the volume of the sample, and N is the number of ions with charge q; t and ω stand for the time and the angular frequency, respectively. In fact, Monte Carlo simulations by Maass et al. [63] have shown that the overall shape of conductivity spectra is indeed well-described, if only correlations between jumps of a single ion are considered.
The simplest approach is to assume that ion movements can be considered as random, see for example Ref. [61] . Here, the jump of an ion moving into a forward direction is only correlated to itself and the velocity autocorrelation function is proportional to a Dirac-Delta-function at t = 0. In this case, the complex conductivity obtained by Fourier transformation is constant at all frequencies; the real part of the conductivity shows no dispersion. σ (ω) can be therefore identified with the dc conductivity at all frequencies. By contrast, conductivity spectra of most ion-conducting materials show that σ (ω) varies with frequency. At low frequencies, the dc plateau is observed, but at higher frequencies σ (ω) is found to increase with frequency. The corresponding velocity autocorrelation function consists of a Dirac-Delta function at t = 0, but also of a negative contribution which approaches zero at long times. The negative contribution indicates that ion movements are not random, but strongly influenced by backward correlations [61] .
There are many different models which describe the overall shape of the frequency-dependent conductivity which cannot all be summarized here. One successful approach uses computer simulations for treating the ion motions in static energy landscapes within a random barrier model [57, 58, 64 ] The random barrier model takes disorder into account by choosing an energy landscape with randomly distributed barriers of different heights. In most of these simulations, Coulomb interactions between the moving ions are neglected. In Ref. [57] , however, Roling discusses the influence of Coulomb interactions on the scaling properties of conductivity spectra.
Other successful models describing the overall shape of frequencydependent conductivity spectra are the counter-ion model and the dipolar model of Dieterich and co-workers [65] [66] [67] . Here, Monte Carlo simulations are used to describe the hopping motions of small ions. All Coulomb interactions between the mobile ions and their immobile counterions are taken into account. Disorder is introduced by randomly placing fixed counterions into the center of cubes forming a lattice. Whereas in the counterion model long range transport of the mobile cations is possible, the dipolar model only considers local motions of the mobile ions in the vicinity of their immobile neighboring counterions (dipols). Interactions between fluctuating dipols are taken into account.
The MIGRATION model by Funke and co-workers [61, 68, 69] considers microscopic ion hopping in an energy landscape that changes with time. A distribution of barriers in the energy landscape is not taken into account. Instead, the model focuses on the time dependence of the energy landscape occurring when mobile ions leave their site. In an extended version of the MIGRATION model, only interacting dipoles are considered. The MIGRATION model has one big advantage over the other models for it yields a set of analytic equations with fitting parameters. These equations allow for calculating conductivity spectra which are in agreement with experimental spectra where the exact spectral shape differs slightly from system to system. We have, therefore, employed the MIGRATION model for performing fits to our spectra and will describe this model in some more detail.
The acronym MIGRATION stands for MIsmatch Generated Relaxation for the Accommodation and Transport of IONs. The model considers in a detailed way backward correlations between the successive jumps of a mobile ion. These backward correlations give rise to the negative part in the velocity autocorrelation function and thereby to dispersion of the conductivity. The model is applicable for ion conductors such as polymers, inorganic glasses or crystals [61, 69] .
The central idea of this model is that because of their mutual repulsive Coulomb interactions equally charged mobile ions tend to stay apart from each other. If a mobile ion leaves its site by jumping into a vacant neighboring site, mismatch is created. The system then tends to reduce the mismatch, which can be either done by a correlated backward hop ("single particle route") of the ion itself or by a rearrangement of its neighboring ions ("many particle route"). In the first case, the previous forward jump of the ion under consideration is unsuccessful, whereas in the second case the ion has successfully moved to a new site. Successful hops are the basis for long range ion transport. The rate of relaxation on the "many-particle route" is related to single-particle functions such as the velocity autocorrelation function from which the complex conductivity can be derived via Eq. (2). Local mismatch is, however, not only reduced by the rearrangement of the neighboring ions, but at the same time also progressively shielded. An empirical parameter K is introduced to quantify the time dependence of the shielding effect. More details are given in references [59, 60, 69] . The parameter K turns out to modify the shape of the conductivity spectra, increasing values of K resulting in a more gradual onset of the dispersion. In most single cation glasses and also in many crystals the value of K is found to be close to 2.0. The parameter K appears to be related to the effective number density of mobile ions. The smaller the number density, the higher is the value of K . Accordingly, materials with small concentrations of mobile cations are reproduced by model spectra with larger K values than those with high cation contents. Large values of K have also been reported for mixed cation glasses and for materials with a low dimensionality of the pathways for the ion transport [61, 70] .
Modeling of PEC spectra
In the following we analyze the shape of the PEC conductivity spectra in order to shed light on the underlying ion dynamics. We will first focus on the NaPSSrich compositions with x > 0.50 where a phase separation can be excluded and we will try to analyze the ion transport mechanism on a microscopic scale by looking at the shape of the conductivity spectra. The shown spectra are representative for all compositions with x > 0.50, see also Fig. 2 . Figure 13 shows one conductivity spectrum of 0.60 NaPSS · 0.40 PDADMAC taken at 393 K. The dashed line was obtained on the basis of the MIGRATION concept with the model parameter K = 2.4, see also Ref. [44] .
Whereas the model curve describes the experimental spectrum very well at low and at high experimental frequencies, respectively, one sees variations in the intermediate frequency range. These deviations remain, even if the value of the parameter K is varied.
The deviations between the MIGRATION curves which result from correlated-forward backward hopping motions of the ions and the measured curves, indicate that additional movements of charged particles or groups do contribute to the conductivity in the dispersive regime. The total spectrum displayed by the circles, can, however, be described very well, if an additional contribution to the conductivity is considered, see the line with small symbols in Fig. 13 . This line was obtained by the following equation: 
the exponent being 1.7. The same type of equation has been reported for describing the high-frequency conductivity spectra of ion-conducting glasses [71] [72] [73] [74] . The index "loc" characterizes localized motions. σ loc (∞) is a high-frequency-plateau value and t 1 marks the crossover from the q-powerlaw dependence into the plateau σ loc (∞). In the literature spectra, the reported exponents were ranging from 1.1 to 1.3, being closer to 1 than to 2. Nevertheless we can transfer the concept of localized ionic motions proposed in Refs. [71, [73] [74] [75] which is somewhere between the two scenarios of a Debye process on the one hand and localized hopping of interacting particles leading to a nearly-constant-loss-behavior (NCL) on the other hand. An exponent of 2 in Eq. (3) would correspond to a Debye-type process, where a non-interacting dipole moves locally. In such a Debye-case one can envisage an ion hopping in a double minimum potential which it cannot leave, even at long times. The environment is rigid, the potential energy landscape does therefore not change with time. The real part of the conductivity corresponding to a Debye process shows a σ Debye (ω) ∝ ω 2 frequency dependence at sufficiently low frequencies and then turns into a high-frequency plateau regime.
The other scenario which can be considered is that many dipoles strongly interact with each other. It was independently shown by Funke et al. within an extended version of the MIGRATION concept [61, 69] and by Dieterich et al. within their dipolar version of the counterion model [65, 66, 76] that such processes lead to the well-known "nearly constant loss (NCL) behavior". The NCL-behavior implies that the imaginary part of the permittivity becomes almost independent of frequency, which corresponds to a σ NCL (ω) ∝ ω depen- dence in the real part of the conductivity. Conductivity spectra obtained on the basis of the two models given above, indeed show the proportionality of σ ∝ ν over wide ranges in frequency. At very low-frequencies the model spectra bend over into a ω 2 dependence, at high frequencies into a high-frequency plateau. As shown in Ref. [71] power-laws with q > 1 imply that the corresponding mean square displacement of the mobile ions will always merge into a plateau regime at sufficiently long times, indicating that the motion under consideration is strictly localized. In contrast to a pure Debye-type process, however, the environment of the considered ion is not completely frozen. If an ion performs a jump within its double minimum potential, neighboring ions will react to this hop and move very slightly, inducing a time-dependence of the potential energy. So there is some interaction between the ion hopping locally and its environment, but the interaction is not as pronounced as in the dipolar model of Dieterich [65, 76] or in the extended version of the MIGRATION model of Funke [61, 69, 77] . The presence of a contribution as described by Eq. (3) in our PEC materials implies that localized motions of ions in not completely rigid environments have to be considered in PEC materials as well. Figure 14 shows different conductivity isotherms which can be all well described by a superposition of a MIGRATION-type curve and another curve resulting from Eq. (3). The MIGRATION curve represents ion transport which involves correlated forward-backward ion hopping sequences that lead to longrange transport at sufficiently long times. The other contribution characterized by the ω q frequency dependence which -in contrast to the PEM systems discussed in the following section -merges into a plateau regime within our frequency window, represents localized ionic movements. The fact that all parts of the conductivity isotherms (including the "shoulder") follow the same scaling relation implies that both type of processes, potentially successful and localized hops probably involve the same kinds of ions, viz. the Na + ions. Spectra of x ≤ 0.50 can be fitted in a similar way. The component describing the localized motions of charged particles is still necessary to describe the spectra, but its contribution to the total spectra is much less pronounced than in the case of PSS-rich PEC, see also Fig. 2. 
Modeling of PEM spectra
This section deals with the shape of the PEM spectra which has similarities, but also differences from the spectra obtained for PEC. Figure 15 shows PEM spectra of PAZ + /PAZ at different RH as symbols. The dotted lines are spectra whose shape is typical for conductivity spectra of many ion-conducting materials including polymers, glasses and crystals [61, 68, 69] . This spectral shape is not only found experimentally, but can be also very well reproduced by the MIGRATION concept using K = 2.0. From Fig. 15 it is obvious that the shape of the PEM-spectra agrees very well with the model spectra at sufficiently low frequencies (low, but well above the polarization, regime), but that there are strong deviations at higher frequencies. In the experimentally given frequency window, these deviations become more important the lower the relative humidity is. In order to shed light on the origin of the additional contribution to the conductivity, we determined the difference between our experimental and the MIGRATION spectra. It turns out that the extra contribution to the PEM conductivity spectra does not depend on humidity, but shows a power-law frequency dependence σ (ν) ∝ ν q with an exponent q larger than 1, but smaller than 2. In PAZ + /PAZ − PEM, the exponent is 1.6, in other system like e.g. PAH/PSS 1.7.
We may conclude that the origin of the σ (ν) ∝ ν q conductivity dependence with q > 1 originates from local jumps of the mobile ions in the vicinity of the counter charges localized on the polyions. This is reminiscent of the localized motions seen in the PEC systems, however, here we see no bending over into a high-frequency plateau. In addition, the localized movements are probed at higher frequencies than in the PEC case.
Nevertheless, we can state, that also in PEM localized movements of molecules or ions play an important role. These movements could be due to localized movements of ions in not completely rigid environments as discussed in context with the PEC materials. Neighboring mobile ions and/or the polyions do react on ionic movements by slightly moving as well. In addition, it might be also possible that we are in fact observing a NCL-type process. NCL-type conductivity spectra show a transition from a ω 2 dependence at low frequencies to a ω dependence. Between these two regimes, the slope of log(σ ) vs. log(ω) can be between 2 and 1. We also cannot exclude that movements, e.g. rotations, of water molecules may contribute to the high-frequency component. But in any case, the high-frequency component is of localized type and does not contribute to the long-range transport and therefore to the dc conductivity.
The higher the relative humidity is, the less these local motions contribute to the spectra within our frequency window. Due to the plasticizer effect of absorbed water in the PEM, the mobility of the ions -which are not only mobile on a localized scale, but also on a macroscopic scale -increases with RH. This classical MIGRATION type ionic hopping motion then dominates the PEM conductivity spectra. For the PAZ + /PAZ − system, the weight of the σ (ν) ∝ ν q contribution to the total spectra does not change significantly with RH within experimental error. The same is true for NaPSS/PDADMAC. In other PEM films there seems to be a very slight increase of the weight of the contribution of localized movements with RH. In all PEM systems, however, the conductivity contribution resulting from local motions only plays a minor role at high RH, but it is significant at low humidity.
Discussion
This section focuses on the discussion of the results presented in the previous sections in a wider context. We arrive at conclusive statements on the mechanisms of ion transport in polyelectrolyte multilayers as well as in polyectrolyte complexes.
Discussion of PEC spectra
From the Arrhenius dependence of the dc conductivity it is clear that the ion transport in PEC materials occurs via thermally activated hopping processes as in other solid ion-conducting materials. On the PSS-rich side the Na + ions are governing the ion transport. We observe that σ dc increases (and the dc activation enthalpy decreases) strongly if the NaPSS content increases only slightly. The finding is in agreement with observations in several ion-conducting glasses, where the dc conductivity increases with the number density of mobile ions, N V , in a power-law-fashion. According to σ dc = N V μq, the power-law behavior σ dc ∝ N γ V therefore indicates that the mobility itself increases with a power law: μ ∝ N γ −1 V . In the literature, γ is typically in the order of 10, but depends on temperature. An increase of the ionic mobility is nicely explained with the framework of the dynamic structure model developed by Bunde, Ingram and Maass [40] . The strong increase of the ion mobility is linked to the fact that the number of available sites increases strongly with ion content. Whereas in dilute systems there are few not well connected ion sites and ions have to travel large distances before they find a new appropriate site, there is a connected system of pathways in materials with higher ion content. This interpretation seems to hold for those PEC materials with an excess of NaPSS as well.
The concentration dependence of the dc conductivity and the parameters derived thereof lead to the conclusion that even in PEC with an excess of Cl − ions, the conductivity is not governed by these anions. From Figs. 6 and 12 we clearly see that the dc conductivity increases slightly with PSS content. If the Cl − ions were responsible for the ion transport one should observe an increase of σ dc with PDADMAC content, resulting in a minimum in σ dc at around x = 0.50 which is not visible. Instead, there are strong indications that the conductivity is always determined by the alkali cations. In the PDADMAC-rich complexes as well as in PEC with x = 0.50, there are residual Na + ions which determine the low, but still measurable conductivity. Also the high activation enthalpies for σ dc T measured in the PEC with x ≤ 0.50 show that the content as well as the mobility of the mobile ions must be very low in these materials.
The reason why additional Na + ions could be incorporated into the PDADMAC-rich PEC (x ≤ 0.50) might be linked to different distances between the repeating charges on the polyions. The distance between the positive charges on the PDADMAC polycation is larger than between the negative charges on the PSS polyanion. This allows the formation of "pockets" in the structural arrangement of the polyanion in which Na + ions can be incorporated. With the assumption that Na + is the most mobile ionic species one can also explain the increase of the scaling factor α with PSS content. According to Roling's computer simulations [57] , α increases with increasing Coulomb interactions between the mobile ions and therefore also with their concentration. Let us first focus on the PSS-rich side where the Na + ions will dominate the ionic conductivity. Cl − ions might also be present in the PSS-rich complexes, but their concentration and mobility will be much lower than the mobility of the smaller Na + ions. As α is positive and increases with x, the Na + ion number density increases and/or the number of available pathways decreases with temperature and the effect is more pronounced as the PSS content increases. If the number density of mobile ions was thermally activated, then more and more Na + ions would become mobile with increasing T and thus contribute to the long-range transport. This argument is reminiscent of the "weak electrolyte model" put forward by Ravaine and Souquet [78] for explaining the ion transport in inorganic glasses. On the other hand, the number density of available pathways for the ion transport could decrease with temperature if the chain conformation of the polyelectrolyte network changed with temperature. Structural rearrangements and a higher local mobility of chain segments could block some pathways for the Na + ions leading to an increase of the characteristic mean square displacement.
If we turn to the PDADMAC-rich side of the complexes the situation is completely inverted. The scaling with negative α-values here implies that the number density of mobile ions will decrease and/or the number density of accessible pathways will increase with temperature. As it is unrealistic that a temperature increase will diminish the number of mobile ions we conclude that in PEC with x < 0.50, the number of available pathways for the mobile ions actually increases with T as predicted by theory. The effect is more pronounced as the PDADMAC content increases.
The remaining question is why PDADMAC-rich and PSS-rich PEC behave differently concerning their temperature dependences of ion transport properties. The reason can be seen in structural differences between the two kinds of PEC-materials. The PSS-rich PEC which have to embed none or only very small amounts of large chloride ions can be considered as homogeneous materials with a high degree of connected pathways for the Na + ion transport. On the other hand, the matrix of the PDADMAC-rich PEC has to host the large Cl − ions being here the dominant small counterions. This will lead to larger voids in the polyelectrolyte matrix where the Cl − ions reside. References [31, 34] point out that there are indications for a phase separation in PEC with x < 0.50. Therefore, in PDADMAC-rich PEC Cl − -rich regions might exist along with regions of complexes which are almost free of chloride, and the pathways for the ion transport of the diluted Na + ions in PDADMAC-rich PEC will be completely different than in PSS-rich PEC where Cl − will be of very minor importance. In PSS-rich PEC, Na + ions might find a network of connected pathways, whereas in PDADMAC-rich PEC pathways might be more heterogeneously distributed. In conclusion, a consistent picture about the ion transport arises if we assume that in all PEC always Na + ions govern the ion transport. In addition, we assume for PDADMAC-rich PEC that -similar to a diluted solution of a weak electrolyte -all Na + ions are "dissociated" from their counter charges implying that they all contribute to the ion transport. As the number density of the Na + is low in PDADMAC-rich PEC, the conductivity is very low. With increasing temperature, however, more pathways become accessible for the sodium ions. The higher the Na + concentration in the PSS-rich samples becomes, the more we have to consider that the number density of mobile charge carriers is thermally activated. The release of more mobile Na + with increasing T governs the temperature dependence of the onset of conductivity dispersion.
If we consider the ion dynamics on different time scales by taking into account the fits to the experimental spectra we can envisage the following scenario. At very short times (corresponding to high frequencies in our spectra), the Na + ions perform correlated forward backward hopping motions on small length scales. These movements are potentially successful at long times and lead to macroscopic transport. In addition to this transport, there are structural regions where ions can only move locally. This could be due to structural "pockets" formed by the polyions in which the ions hop around. It is also possible that a Na + ion performs local hops around the oxygen atoms of the negatively charged −SO 3 group. Charged polyelectrolyte segments might also perform local movements. The fact that localized motions seem to play a minor role in PDADMAC-rich PEC than in NaPSS-rich supports the idea that either Na + and/or PSS-segments are involved in these movements.
Discussion of PEM spectra
The knowledge of ion conduction mechanisms in PEC helps in interpreting the conduction mechanisms occurring in PEM, which have a less well defined stoichiometry. For example, identification of the type of dominant charge carrier in PEC, in combination with a variation of the alkali counterion species in PEM, helps to unambiguously ascribe ionic conductivity in hydrated PEM to proton conduction. There might be exceptions, for example specific polyelectrolyte combinations, which yield unusually highly extrinsically compensated PEM. There the counterion content and thus its contribution to the overall conductivity might be larger. One might also speculate about the regime of very dry PEM, where incorporated counterions of the polyelectrolyte components might dominate the transport, but for the humidity values RH ≥ 17% employed here, protons are dominating. Even for much lower humidity there is typically a large water content in PEM, for example 3.5 water molecules per pair of monomers at 0% humidity, as extracted from neutron reflectivity data [79, 80] , such that even in dry films it might be still protons which dominate the transport. In spite of some possible exceptions, the general property of hydrated PEM is thus that charge transport is governed by protons. The finding of proton conduction in PEM is not very surprising in view of the structural similarity of for example PSS, which is employed in many PEM systems, to NAFION, both carrying sulfate groups and hydrophobic moieties. One can speculate whether a local separation of hydrophobic and charged groups, as it is known in NAFION, might also occur in PEM. Due to the disordered structure of PEM, structural studies at this level of detail are difficult. It has, however, been proven by neutron reflectivity studies that -for suitable preparation conditions -hydrophobic interaction plays a major role in the layer-by-layer formation process [9, 79] . It is therefore quite possible that hydrophilic pathways are existing in PEM, along which sites for protons are available. Such sites should then be closely related to water sites, and the con-duction process might follow the Grotthus mechanism. The size of water voids in fully hydrated PEM was determined to be about 1 nm in diameter [81] . Reducing the water content would then reduce the size of these water voids and reduce proton mobility as well. The exponential dependence of proton mobility on relative humidity, which we found, is indeed a very strong dependence. Over the whole range of humidity from 0 to 100% the water content in PEM varies only by about 30% of the total film weight [45, 46] . Thus, the proton mobility increases over orders of magnitude, induced by only small variations of the water content. This is a reasonable finding, since indeed at low degrees of swelling immobile water was found, which does not exchange with hydration water [80] . The mobility of the protons will be closely connected to that of the hydration water.
Open questions for further, more detailed studies are, whether the water content is the controlling parameter for conductivity, or in how far structural aspects on the molecular scale might play a role. The size and shape of water voids could have a significant effect on the connectivity of such hydrated pores, and thus on the long range mobility.
Analyzing the spectra in terms of different contributions, which were extracted by modeling, see Sect. 6, we find close similarities of PEM and PEC again. Conductivity spectra of both species are well described by the MIGRA-TION model, only with different K values. Different K values can be due to a difference in the number of effectively mobile charge carriers. Thus, in hydrated PEM the effective charge carrier density appears to be larger (lower K value) than in dry PEC with extrinsic charge compensation. In PEC the charge carrier density is known, and for our compositions (0.30 < x < 0.70) it is less than 0.2 counterions per polyion charge. A proton density larger than that then has to be accommodated in a hydration shell of up to seven water molecules per polyion pair, a number found in neutron reflectivity for hydrated films [82] . Another reason for the difference in the K -value used for describing the PEC, and the PEM-spectra, respectively, could be lying in the connectivity/dimensionality of the pathways accessible for ion transport.
Deviations from the MIGRATION model are quite different in PEM compared to those in PEC: Fast motions of the hydration water molecules are likely to give their contribution to the high frequency part of the spectra, in particular since water is a very polar molecule and can be expected to contribute to local polarizations. In PEM these water movements might even be coupled to the proton hopping motions.
Outlook
In this review we described our previous work on the humidity dependence of PEM impedance spectra and the temperature dependence of PEC impedance spectra. PEC as a model system with a known stoichiometry of polyions and small ions could reveal interesting properties, in particular concerning the mobility of the cationic and anionic charge carriers. This helped to interpret the PEM spectra in terms of the relevance of different charge carriers, in spite of the unknown composition of the films. Remaining open questions are whether PEM show the same conductivity behavior in dependence of temperature, for example the same activation energies, or whether activation energies might further help to clarify the polycation/polyanion composition by comparison to PEC activation energies for varying compositions. For this purpose, temperature-dependent conductivity experiments of dry PEM and PEM equilibrated at a constant relative humidity are currently under way.
Another interesting aspect is the crossover between cation-dominated conductivity and proton-dominated conductivity that should occur with increasing water content for PEC. Therefore, also humidity-dependent conductivity studies on PEC are currently being performed. The idea is to be able to separate the contributions of protons and other cations, and estimate the relative mobilities of either charge carrier. Such knowledge is relevant for potential applications of PEM either as proton or as Li conductor, in particular in how far conductivity contributions of protonic or cationic charge carriers can be tuned by the polyelectrolyte composition or by external parameters.
